Persistence and Retention

Retention - Percent of students who attended previous Fall, did not graduate or transfer returning following Fall.

Persistence - Percent of students who attended previous Fall, did not graduate or transfer returning following Spring.
Retention (Fall 2016 to Fall 2017 academic)

Retention by Gender

- Male: 55.96%
- Female: 58.58%

Retention by Age

- 18 and Below: 67.41%
- 19 to 24: 56.76%
- 25 to 40: 58.04%
- 41 and Older: 49.15%

Retention by Pell

- Recipient of Pell: 54.22%
- Not Recipient of Pell: 61.37%

Retention by Course Load

- Full-Time: 60.49%
- Part-Time: 56.50%